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Methods for local and general evaluation of the complex control systems are proposed. The set of other
problems which has been solved by means of given methods are considered. Principles of parallel organization of
calculations based on these methods are described.
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1. Introduction
Under mathematical investigation of real complex systems arise a whole series of problems: extraction,
processing, and analysis of information about system’s motion, creation of models which adequately reconstruct the
lows of this motion, computer modeling of the processes proceeding in such systems etc [1]. This is realized both
for fundamental learn their laws of motion and availability to use in the case of designing and optimization such
systems. Evaluation of quality and reliability and prognostication of behavior of the complex control systems are
very important too.
Data about system’s functioning are received continuously and their analysis and processing are need. Such
data level is too large in order to orient in real time with the purpose of evaluation the state of investigated system.
Corresponding generalization is need so development of the methods for solution formulated problem. The set of
corresponding problems includes multi parameter and multi criterion evaluation of behavior of separate system’s
elements, multilevel evaluation their quality including estimation of system’s functioning as a whole [2], definition
of system’s reaction on various internal and external influences [3], prognostication their behavior under functioning
in usual and extreme modes. At the same time the problem of definition of the system’s sensitivity to various
evaluative parameters and criterions [3], problem of choice of optimal mode their functioning [4], problem of choice
an optimal system from the class of equivalent systems [5] are arising. Efficient processing and analysis such data
level are need. Therefore we must use modern computer technologies especially the methods of parallel calculations
[6].

2. Formulation of Problem
Let

A(t ) = { A j (t )}mj=1 , t ∈ [0, T ] , is the set of characters describing functioning given dynamical control

system, T is an interval of test investigations. Every character

A j (t ) = { Aij (t )}in=1 , j=1,2,…m, is constant

vector or vector-function describing separate aspects of system’s functioning (initial, intermediate and final states,
phase and control vectors etc). We can obtain characters of system’s motion both using experimental investigations
and by means of mathematical modeling.
Assume that given system function in l modes (or realize l functions) Rk, k=1,2,…,l, and for evaluation of
kp
quality use s criterions Kp, p=1,2,…,s. Limits of indexes and t we will omit below. Denote Ω ji (t ) an area of
permissible values for component

Aij (t )

for p evaluative criterion when the system functions in k mode.
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Systems of the same type and assignation we will be considered to equivalent if their law of motion describes
by the set of characters A(t ) . Denote
we will carry out within the limits of

G N class of equivalent systems included N elements. Evaluation of quality

G N by means of comparison the systems belong to given class.

Assume that given system is a new element of the class G N . Formulate the next problem: 1) on the base of numerical analysis of characters

{ Aij (t )}mj =, 1, in=1

{ A j (t )}mj=1 to

form the flow of local evaluations for components of characters

by the set of criterions K p , p=1,2,…,s, on the given set of function modes

Rk , k=1,2,…,l;

2) based on obtained set of the local evaluations to form the flow of suspended averaged evaluations of the various
level of generalization for established set of parameters, criterions, and modes right up to final conclusion about
quality of the system as a whole.
Forming of the set of criterions and parameters is the important problem for solution of above mentioned problems. We can use common criterion functions which suit for investigation of arbitrary systems [7, 8] or specific
which are defined by features of given class of systems or the purpose of investigations [9, 10].
Assume that carry out an evaluation of the system by criterion p if it is functioning in mode k. Introduce
kp
kp
i
i
i
i
i
auxiliary function α j (t ) such that α j (t ) =0 if A j (t ) ∈ Ω ji (t ) , α j (t ) = A j (t ) - max Ω ji (t ) if

kp
i
i
Aij (t ) > Ω kp
ji (t ) , and α j (t ) = min Ω ji ( t ) - A j (t )

if

Aij (t ) < Ω kp
ji (t ) . As numerical parameters of local

evaluations for component i of character j by criterion p in mode k we use the values

c( Aij , K p , Rk ) = α ij

,

C [ 0, T ]

l ( Aij , K p , Rk ) = α ij

.

L2 [ 0,T ]

3. Local Evaluation of the Complex Systems
The number of numerical parameters of the local evaluations S = 2mnls is sufficiently great. Therefore their
direct analysis is the complex problem.
Let for characters

{ Aij (t )}mj=1

of the systems appurtenant to the class

GN

are defined values

cmin ( Aij , K p , Rk ) = min c( Aij , K p , Rk ) , cmax ( Aij , K p , Rk ) = max c( Aij , K p , Rk ) ,
GN

GN

lmin ( Aij , K p , Rk ) = min l ( Aij , K p , Rk ) , l max ( Aij , K p , Rk ) = max l ( Aij , K p , Rk ) .
GN

Introduce for every function

GN

Aij (t )

of given control system integer-valued arrays of local evaluations by

means of formulas

C kp
ji

i
i
i
=[( c ( A j , K p , Rk ) – c min ( A j , K p , Rk ) )/( c max ( A j , K p , Rk ) –

cmin ( Aij , K p , Rk ) ) × I ]+1,
i
i
i
i
Lkp
ji =[( l ( A j , K p , Rk ) – l min ( A j , K p , Rk ) )/( l max ( A j , K p , Rk ) – l min ( A j , K p , Rk ) ) × I ]+1.
Here I ≥ 2 is a number of local evaluations and [x] is an aliquot of x.
Usually two or three levels of evaluations are enough but for prognostication of system’s behavior by means of
extrapolation of evaluation in time the value I are need to take greater.
By means of local evaluations we can obtain some conclusions about behavior of investigated control system
in particular trace their elements functioning unsatisfactorily. But ambiguity and antipathy such conclusions are
obvious since the same quantity of equal evaluations don’t mean the same quality corresponding systems as a whole.
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4. Generalized Evaluation of the Complex Dynamical Systems
On the base of the set of local evaluations form the succession of suspended averaged evaluations of the
various level of generalization right up to final conclusion about quality of the system as a whole. This forming we
will carry out in two directions which conditionally denote as vertical and horizontal.
Evaluation in vertical direction allows to analyse the behavior of separate system’s characters or the system
as a whole by corresponding parameter, criterion, or mode:
1) For separate type of evaluative parameter by the set of every character’s component for the each evaluative
criterion

∑
n

,p
V jk,C

= i =1

ρ Ai C kp
ji
j

∑ ρ Aij

∑

n

/ i =1

n

,

V jk,,Lp

= i =1

ρ Ai Lkp
ji
j

∑ ρ Aij
n

/ i =1

.

{ρ Ai }in=1
j

are the weight coefficients determined the meaning of character’s components. Here and
kp
V k, p V k, p
C kp
ji ( L ji ). The values
later the evaluation by values j ,C ( j , L ) carry out similarly to evaluations by values
Here

of weight coefficients are defined by experts which investigate the system depend upon their specificity or the
purpose of investigation.
2). For separate evaluative criterion by the set of evaluative parameters

V jk , p
Here

ρC , ρ L

k, p

ρ V
=( C j ,C

k, p

ρ V
+ L j, L

ρ ρ
)/( C + L ).

are the weight coefficients determined the meaning of evaluative parameters.

3). For the separate function mode by the set of evaluative criterions

∑ ρ K p V jk , p
s

V jk
Here

{ρ K p }sp =1

= p =1

∑ ρK p
s

/ p =1

.

are the weight coefficients determined the meaning of evaluative criterions.

Evaluation in horizontal direction allows to analyse the behavior of separate components of concrete
character or system’s characters as a whole by corresponding parameter, criterion, or mode:
1). For separate type of evaluative parameter on the set of criterions for every component of character

∑
s

H i ,jC, k p =1
=

ρ K p C kp
ji

∑ ρK p
s

/ p =1

∑
s

∑

s
ρ K p Lkp
ρK p
ji
j, k
H i , L p =1
p =1
,
=
/

2). For introduced evaluative parameters on the set of criterions for every component of character

j, k
j, k
H i j , k =( ρ C H i ,C + ρ L H i , L )/( ρ C + ρ L )
3). For separate functioning mode on the set of components of character

∑ ρ Aij H ij ,k ∑ ρ Aij
n

H kj

= i =1

n

/ i =1

Then we have [2]
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Theorem 1.

H kj =V jk ≡ VH kj .

Evaluations of the last level define behavior of separate system’s characters by the set of criterions for selected
modes of their functioning. On the base of these evaluations we can define optimal mode of functioning for given
system [4].
The next step to obtain the suspended averaged evaluations defines in the following way. In vertical direction
it consists in evaluation by the set of characters for every function mode

∑ ρ A j VH kj

∑ ρ Aj
m

m

VH
Here

{ρ A j }mj=1

k

= j =1

/ j =1

.

are the weight coefficients determined the meaning of system’s characters.

In horizontal direction it consists in evaluation by the set of modes for every character of investigated system

∑ ρ Rk VH kj

∑ ρ Rk
l

l

VH j
Here

{ρ Rk }lk =1

/ k =1

.

are the weight coefficients determined the meaning of function modes. Then we have [2]

∑ ρ Rk

∑ ρ Rk ∑ ρ A j
l

l

Theorem 2. k =1

= k =1

VH

k

/ k =1

m

= j =1

∑ ρ Aj
m

VH j

/ j =1

≡ VH

Value VH allows to take final conclusion about function quality of investigated system as a whole. On the base
of last evaluations we can define optimal system from the class

GN

equivalent systems [5]. Program FESTIWAL

(Fast ESTImation of WALking) [11] is an example of using proposed methods for the evaluation of prosthesis
quality of disabled persons.

5. Evaluation of the Complex Systems on the Base of Parallel Calculations
Depend upon solved problem of evaluation into the base of parallel organization of calculations on the first
stage use one from approaches:
1) presentation of initial problem in the form of unconnected and data-independent sub problems with approximately equal level of executed calculations;
2) presentation of main fragment of the problem on the form of unconnected sub problems whose solutions are
used for final evaluation of function quality of investigated system (as a whole or their character or
character’s component) i.e. getting of solution for the given problem.
The next stage of parallel organization of calculations consists in interpretation every sub problem as separate
problem of evaluation and using for their solving one of above mentioned approaches. This process we continue to
level when every sub problem is the problem of local evaluation (see section III).
On the base of considered approaches to parallel organization of calculations we present the next algorithmic
constructions.
Construction I:

fork (h1; h2 ;...; h p ) join
specifies calculations in the form of p parallel independent chains [6] hi, i=1,2,…p, for every of which we
solve separate sub problem.
Construction II:

~ ~
~
~
fork ( h1; h2 ;...; h p0 ) join, h
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specifies calculations in the main fragment of given problem in the form of p0 parallel independent chains

~
~
h j , j=1,2,…,p0. Their results are using in other fragment h . The next acceleration of calculations we can obtain by
means of their parallel organization during solving every sub problem. Therefore the next construction is more
effective.
Construction III:

fork ( fork ( h11 ; h12 ;...; h1w ) join, h10 ; fork ( h21 ; h22 ;...; h2w ) join, h20 ;…;
fork ( h1p ; h 2p ;...; h pw ) join, h 0p ) join .
It defines calculations in the main fragment for problem k in the form of w parallel independent chains

hkl ,

l=1,2,…,w.
We can propose other algorithmic structures which take into account some peculiarities of the solving
problems. Recommendations about realization of proposed constructions on parallel computing systems with
common and distributed memory are considered.

6. Сonclusion
On the base of common approach some problems of evaluation of complex control systems are considered.
Using scalene, multi-criterion, and multilevel analysis of their main characters we can obtain the evaluations of
function quality for the various kinds of control systems, choose optimal modes their functioning, choose optimal
system from some class of equivalent systems etc. We can use proposed methods for successive modernization of
investigated systems by means of improvement of elements which functioning are unsatisfactorily, comparative
evaluation of new and existent system’s models etc. At the same time the solutions of some problems we can use for
solving other problems. Use of parallel organization of calculations allows to evaluate the function quantity for the
systems of arbitrary complexity (technical, biological, economical, social ets.).
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